This paper defines principles for organizing semantic relations represented by slots in frame-structured knowledge bases. We consider not only the ways in which slots are used for reasoning about a given domain but also the features of the representation language of the knowledge-based system in which the slots reside. We find that the organization of slots may be based on the knowledge-level semantics of relations and the symbol-level function of slots that implement the representation language. However, the organization of slots is more understandable if these two fundamental distinctions are made explicit.
Introduction
As knowledge-based systems become larger, knowledge management becomes more complicated.
The ensuing problems include knowledge understanding, retrieval, consistency, and modification [1] . A principled organization of the concepts in a knowledge base -including those dealing with relations -is essential for manipulating knowledge effectively.
To cope with the complexity of individual concepts in the world, people mentally group them into classes 1 or types [2] . There are many natural classes, and they can be partially ordered on the basis of a class-subclass relationship. However, the specification of the class-subclass relationship should not be arbitrary, but should have some underlying principle as its basis.
For knowledge-based systems in general, the meaning of a symbol is defined in terms of other symbols. For frame-based knowledge representation systems in particular, slots relate symbols to each other and store much of the procedural information needed for processing knowledge. In some frame languages, slots are represented on the same basis as other represented objects: with a frame. This paper seeks to determine how these slot frames should be organized into classes and how the resulting slot classes should be organized.
Slots are the semantic "glue" of frame-based systems, and a principled slot organization is needed if the system's knowledge is to be used effectively. Although much research has been done on the classification of semantics relations from linguistic and psychological perspectives [3] , [4] , [5] , there has been little work on the classification of the slots that implement semantic relations in knowledge-based systems. Slot classification requires additional research because (1) knowledge representation languages are much newer than natural languages and (2) large-scale knowledge-based systems are not mature.
Slot classification is further complicated by the fact that relational concepts are more difficult to represent than nonrelational concepts:
• Natural kinds, such as animals and people, may be represented as unary predicates: Person(John). However, a semantic relation associates two or more concepts and may be represented as an n-ary predicate [6] :
loves (John, Mary) . If the number of classes in the knowledge base is n, then the number of binary relation that can be defined solely on the basis of the number of arguments is n 2 . Thus, the potential exists for a large number of relations.
• The properties 2 of the concepts being related are sometimes important in determining the properties of the relation itself. For example, a part-whole relation between mass-noun concepts such as fluids is different than a partwhole relation between count-noun concepts such as the components of a mechanical assembly [4] .
• The properties of semantic relations are not as well defined as those of unary concepts. Furthermore, the characteristics of a relation such as employs are fundamentally different than the characteristics of the class Person.
Although more effort is required to represent (in slot frames) the underlying meaning of relations, this effort is worthwhile since the organization of slots affects the system's inferencing structure, which, in turn, determines the conclusions the system can make.
This paper examines different ways to organize the slots representing semantics relations in knowledge-based systems. First, we view slots from two fundamental perspectives. From the symbol-level perspective, we develop a single slot-class hierarchy that focuses how slots are used in a knowledge system's inferencing process. For example, taxonomic slots are used to define the class-subclass and class-instance structure of the knowledge base. Other slots act as pointers to computer code that implements forward or backward chaining. Still others are used to implement functions such as composition of relations or plausible inferencing [25] .
From the knowledge-level perspective, separate organization schemes are developed for each of two discrimination bases: the argument-type, based on the classes of concepts being related; and the association-view, based on the nature of the relationships themselves. The latter organization is class-subclass; the former is an organization method in which the slots are organized into classes, but the relationship between the resulting classes is not class-subclass. Instead, the slot classes are organized on the basis of the class of one of the argument types.
Each of the three techniques for organizing slots is useful in searching for existing slots and in classifying newly created ones. These organization principles can be used in any knowledge representation system that treats slot frames on equal footing with frames for classes and instances of classes. As a case study, we examine the slots of Cyc [7] , [8] , a large-scale knowledge-based system, and we show how Cyc's existing organization of slots can be restructured under these three views.
The next section describes some of the details of frame-based knowledge representation systems. In particular, Cyc's taxonomic slots and existing slot organization are examined. Section 3 presents a slot classification scheme that recognizes the importance of two fundamental discrimination bases: a knowledge-level view of how slots are used in reasoning about a given domain and a symbol-level view of how slots are used in implementing a knowledge-based system and its inferencing capabilities. The knowledge-level view is shown to have two alternate organizations. We close Section 3 with examples of how to retrieve slots in each of these three slot-class hierarchies. Our conclusions are presented in Section 4.
Frame-Based Knowledge Representation
A frame is a structured representation of a concept and consists of a collection of slot-filler pairs. The notation frame-slot-filler is used to indicate that in the frame frame there is a slot slot having an entry of filler. The represented concept is normally either a class or an individual -an instance of a class -although it is possible for a concept to be treated as both simultaneously [9] . A slot on a concept's frame is used to represent either an attribute of the concept or a relationship between that concept and others.
In this paper, these attribute and relationship features of a concept, either class or individual, are referred to as properties. Woods [10] notes that an atomic concept, such
as Person, can be augmented by relational modifiers to produce composite conceptual descriptions. Golfer could be defined as Person / (Play : Golf), where the relational modifier (Play : Golf) might be said to be a "property" of Person. In a frame-based system with inheritance, an instance Fred of Golfer would inherit the property (Play : Golf).
It is important to distinguish between properties specified by slots at the class level from those specified at the individual level [9] :
Member slots, specified on a class frame only, describe the properties of the instances of a class frame; Person might have the member slot age, which could be used on any instance of the class; age might be said to be a property of Person.
Own slots describe the properties of the concept as an individual. For Fred, an instance of Person, the slot age is an own slot: Fred-age-39. Thus, member slots for a class become own slots for an instance of the class. However, a class can be treated as an individual concept with own slots. Person might have averageAge, a slot appropriate for the class as a whole, but not for an instance of Person.
The member-own slot distinction can be useful in organizing slots that are used on class concepts. This distinction depends on the representation language and can be used as a means for organizing slots at the symbol level (Section 3.2).
Woods [10, 11] emphasizes the distinction between structural and assertional links.
Structural links are used (1) to form composite description of concepts, such as "a person who takes every math course," and (2) to determine whether one concept subsumes another. Assertional links state facts, such as "John lives in New York." However, the distinction is sometimes elusive because links can be used for both purposes simultaneously.
In KL-ONE-type languages, there is a clear distinction between terminological information, which is used to define concepts, and assertional information [12] . From an entirely different perspective, a slot name may be associated with a mathematical relation and a corresponding predicate. In mathematics, a relation is a set of n-tuples, a subset of the Cartesian product of n sets [14] . The specification of the sets themselves is necessary for the definition of the relation. In the case of a binary relation, the two sets are denoted the domain and range. In Cyc, each binary slot must have a corresponding class (whose instances form a set) for a domain class and a range class.
These classes are sometimes referred to as first argument-type and second argument-type.
Slots may be grouped together on the basis of having the same argument type, and this commonalty is used in Section 3.1.2 as one basis of slot organization at the knowledge level.
Cyc: A Large-Scale Knowledge Representation System
The Cyc project [7] , [8] , [15] is encoding the common-sense knowledge that people intuitively use to understand the contents of an encyclopedia (hence the name Cyc). Cyc contains about 2,000,000 assertions in 30,000 frames 3 of knowledge. Each of Cyc's approximately 7,500 slots is represented by its own frame. These individual slots are grouped into about 150 slot classes; these slot classes, like all other class frames, are partially ordered by the class-subclass relationship; however, several different schemes, which are discussed in Section 2.3, are used in forming this slot-class hierarchy.
To use Cyc's knowledge, we must locate existing classes and slots that apply to the problem domain. Those that do not exist must be created and placed in the class hierarchy. To reuse a particular frame, we must have a clear understanding of its intended meaning. The meaning of a slot frame in Cyc may be suggested by (1) its name (for example, hasChild), (2) a text description attached to the slot by the person creating that slot, (3) the types of arguments of the slot (for a binary slot, its domain and range), (4) the names of the slot classes to which the slot belongs, and (5) properties of the members of these slot classes.
The following methods are available for finding existing slot frames in the Cyc knowledge base:
• Guess possible slot names and search for them using Cyc's string-matching facility.
• Browse existing slot classes for insight into the location of individual slots.
• Identify existing class concepts in Cyc and examine the legal slots for instances of those classes. The legal slots for a class C are all slots whose first argument type is class C or a superclass of C. As explained in Section 3.1.2, the more specific the class, the greater the number of legal slots that must be searched.
These search procedures are imprecise, and problems often arise in finding candidate slots and establishing their semantics. To address these problems, this paper develops several different schemes for slot classification. Each scheme is based on its own classification principle, and each can be used separately or in conjunction with the others to assists users in understanding slot semantics and to improve the process of slot retrieval and storage.
Taxonomic Slots, and Slots for Slot Frames
Slots are used to implement most of Cyc's inference capabilities and to represent attributes and relationships in the database sense of these terms. Of all Cyc's slots, the ones shown in Table 1 are fundamental for maintaining Cyc's class structure and enforcing type constraints for using slots. The slots instanceOf and subclassOf implement class membership and class inclusion, respectively. The slots domain and range are used in creating frames for binary slots and specify classes that correspond to the domain and range sets in the mathematical sense of the binary relation. Some of these slots have been renamed for clarity in this paper. For example, at one time Cyc used the terms makesSenseFor and entryIsA for domain and range. These have been replaced by argumentOneType and argumentTwoType for binary predicates. Collection whose instances are classes, and IndividualObject whose instances are individuals. Classes may have instances and subclasses; individuals are prohibited from having either. Knowledge in Cyc is strongly typed in that every frame in the system is an instance of at least one class. Classes are partially ordered by the class-subclass relationship, which is implemented by the slot subclasses. Throughout this paper, the partial order for classes is referred to as the class hierarchy. In Cyc, a class may have 0, 1, or many subclasses, and a class may be a subclass of more than one other class; thus, the hierarchy is not a tree. Each class frame also lists all its superclasses (including itself) as values of the slot allSubclassOf; subclasses (including itself) are found in allSubclasses. In navigating Cyc, a user may find all the classes to which a frame belongs by the values in that frame's allInstanceOf slot. Throughout this paper, we use the following:
Definition:
A frame is said to be of any type listed as a value in the frame's allInstanceOf slot.
Thus, the values in a frame's allInstances slot specify all of the frame's types; these types are used to enforce type-constraints for using slots.
A slot in Cyc is represented by a frame that is an instance of at least one slot class. 5 This paper's ultimate goal is the identification of these slot classes, their membership properties, and principles for establishing class-subclass relationships among them. A frame for a binary slot specifies exactly one domain class and exactly one range class.
Type-checking constraints for using slot s on frame F requires that the types of F (values of F's allInstanceOf slot) include the domain value of s. That is, a slot may be used on an instance of the slot's domain class or an instance of any subclass of the domain class. For example, a slot whose domain is Animal may be used on an instance of Person, a subclass of Animal. Cyc prohibits a frame from using a slot if that frame's types do not include the slot's domain class. The same usage and restriction rules apply to the range class, which determines values that a slot may hold.
A simplified view of Cyc's class structure is obtained by the following observations:
to determe the type of an instance, we follow superclass links from the instanceOf classes;
to determe the allowable instance types for using a slot (and allowable instance types for slot values), we follow subclass links of the slot's domain. Thus, the class to which an instance directly belongs is a lower bound of its type, and the domain of a slot establishes an upper bound on the class instances that may use the slot. In general, the more specific the class, the greater the number of slots that may be used on instances of that class.
These notions are important when slots are organized according to their argument types, as discussed in Section 3.1.2.
The following example frames give some of the properties of the slots instanceOf, 
Existing Slot Classes in Cyc
As noted earlier, the Cyc knowledge base currently has approximately 7,500 slot frames, which are organized into about 150 slot classes; a portion of the upper level of Cyc's slot-class hierarchy is shown in Fig. 1 . Based on an analysis of all of Cyc's slot classes, we have identified several different methods that determine class membership for slots and the slot class-subclass relationship. Some slots belong to classes defined by the types of objects being related (AgentDescribingSlot), while others belong to classes that reflect the nature of underlying semantic relationships (TemporalSlot, PartWholeSlot).
There are also classes for slots that implement Cyc's representation language. For example, slots for specifying computer code that enforces type-checking and cardinality restrictions are found in classes such as ConstrainingSlot. Furthermore, the distinction between IntensionalRepresentationSlot, which contains own slots for classes, and
ExtensionalRepresentationSlot, which contains member slots for classes, is based on the difference between metaclasses and simple classes, not underlying domain knowledge.
These different notions for organizing slots are sometimes used in the same path in the slot-class hierarchy. For example, the slot class SlotInvolvedInEvent is specialized directly into AgentDescribingSlot (a division based on the domain for the slots) and PartWholeSlot (a division based on a type of semantic relation). Well-formed taxonomies use the same principle of differentiation at each level of classification [17] , and we would like to organize slot classes on clearly defined principles and maintain separate hierarchies for each principle used. Organizing slot classes in this way should (1) improve our understanding of the entire knowledge base and (2) make it easier to find existing slots and understand their meaning.
A Slot Classification Scheme
To develop separate slot organizations, we view the knowledge base from two fundamental perspectives: the knowledge level and the symbol level, analogous to the problem-solving views of Newell [18] . 6 The knowledge level specifies a distinct computer-system level that gives us the opportunity to analyze knowledge at a very high level of abstraction. Knowledge is characterized entirely functionally, in terms of how it is used for reasoning, not structurally, in terms of a symbol-level implementation in a specific representation language. The knowledge level allows us to describe intelligent systems without referring to the features of implementation languages. Thus, at the knowledge level, the slot classes are strongly tied to an analysis of the underlying, real-world interpretation of the meaning of the individual slots.
At the symbol level, the organization of a knowledge base focuses on how a user expresses information in a representation language. We would like any knowledge-based system to make, at the symbol level, the same inferences that humans would make at the knowledge level. Therefore, our slot organization at the symbol level should reflect how slots are used for inference within the representation language.
We use knowledge-level vs. symbol-level distinction to between slots that describes the content of a represented domain and slots that describe the structure of its representation. This distinction is the basis of our two primary top-level views for slot classes: Symbol-Level View and Knowledge-Level View. This distinction allows us to enforce uniform differentiation for each of the separately developed slot class hierarchies; that is, for each different view, we specialize the slot classes using the same principle consistently.
Section 3.1 presents two competing classification schemes at the knowledge level:
one that uses the argument types of the slots, and one that uses grouping of slots into families based on linguistic studies. organization, which is based on the functionality of a system's knowledge representation language. Thus, there are three independent organization schemes for slots:
• Knowledge-Level Abstraction, Association-Type View Examples of how to use each scheme for retrieving slots are contained in Section 3.3.
Slot Classes at the Knowledge Level
As detailed in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, the Knowledge-Level View itself has two separate views. Just as the class Person may be viewed from either of the male-female or the young-old perspectives, we have determined that slots at the knowledge level have two entirely distinct organizational schemes. The argument-type view is based on the types of concepts being related, while the association-type view is based on linguistic studies and emphasizes the nature of the semantic relations themselves. All knowledgelevel slots appear in each of these two views; however, the organizational structure of each is different, and each view uses different techniques for retrieving and storing slots.
Knowledge Level: Association Types
In an association-type view, slots can be understood and organized by the nature of their associations, and the specialization of slot classes can be based on the properties of the associations themselves. The association-type view, based on linguistic studies, uses natural grouping of slots, such as classes for temporal, spatial, and part-whole relations. The ten classes of semantic relations and their organization as intensional or pragmatic are as follows:
• Intensional Relations Each of the ten classes has from 5 to 10 specific relations. For example, the contrasts family has eight relations including contrary (old:young) and contradictory (alive:dead).
The class inclusion relations encompass both a taxonomic relation (animal:horse) and class-individual relation (country:Russia).
Categorization of concepts is not an easy task, and psychological and linguistic researchers disagree on the number of possible types of relations [5] . Werner [21] claims that all knowledge can be expressed in terms of only three relations: modification, taxonomy, and sequencing. Mel'cuk and Zholkovsky [22] present fifty-three types of relations, while Ahlswede and Evens [23] use more than 100 relations for adjectives alone.
Furthermore, the distinction between some relations is not always clear; for example, the contradictory contrasts (alive:dead) and nonattribute (immortal:death) relations are similar. Nevertheless, the research efforts described above provide a starting point for creating a taxonomy of association types. In particular, because many of the slot classes identified by Bejar et al. [3] are found in Cyc's slot-class hierarchy, we use [3] as the primary basis for the top-levels of the taxonomy of association types shown in Fig. 2 .
The taxonomy in Fig. 2 establishes a class structure for slots from one knowledgelevel perspective. The next step in representing individual relations is the identification of the member properties of the slot classes. Some of these properties have been investigated in the relation element theory [20] , which is based on the assumption that semantic relations are not indivisible concepts, but are describable by more fundamental properties -the relation elements.
Winston, Chaffin, and Herrmann [20] analyze three inclusion relations -spatial inclusion, part-whole inclusion, and class inclusion relations -and characterize them with the relation elements inclusion, connection, and similarity. Spatial inclusion is defined by the single relation element inclusion; the part-whole relation has both inclusion and connection; class inclusion is characterized by all three of these relation elements. The three relation elements explain transitivity in composing the inclusion relations.
In [4] , the connection element of the part-whole relations is characterized by the additional relation elements functional, homeomerous, and separable, which are either present (+) or absent (-). The semantics of these elements is as follows:
Functional parts must be in specific spatial or temporal positions for the part to perform its intended function. In pedal:bike (the component-integral object relation), the pedal is restricted to a particular place on the bike's crankshaft if the pedal is to be effective; in steel:bike (the stuff-object relation), the steel must be present, but its function is not determined by a particular spatial location in the bike.
Homeomerous parts are the same kind of "stuff" as their wholes. In slice:pie (the portion-mass relation), the slice has the same composition as the entire pie.
Pedal:bike is a counterexample.
Separable parts can, in principle, be physically separated from the whole. In bike:pedal, the pedal can be removed from the bike. Steel:bike is a counterexample; the steel cannot be readily removed from the bike's frame.
These relation elements and others can be used to make plausible inferences from the composition of two slots [24] , [25] . Furthermore, a slot taxonomy based on relation element properties is largely independent of the knowledge in the application domain.
This independence makes it easier for a user to retrieve and store slots because a detailed knowledge of the underlying applications is not required; instead, an understanding of a much smaller body of knowledge about the relation elements is sufficient. This characteristic is particularly useful for knowledge sharing and reuse [26] . In addition, the relation element theory makes it possible to represent the semantics of slots more precisely and to define the membership properties of slot classes. For this reason, the theory fits well into our quest for finding principled bases for describing slots and slot classes at the knowledge level.
Using relation elements and the slot categories of reference [3] , we can reorganize portions of Cyc's existing slot-class structure ( Fig. 1 ) so that slot classes are consistently specialized on the basis of the types of underlying semantic relations and their properties.
Both Figs. 1 and 2 use the same root class for slots, but the slot-class specializations are entirely different.
In Fig. 1 , the slots classes AgentDescribingSlot and PartWholeSlot are siblings of the parent class SlotInvolvedInEvent, which is three levels below Slot, the root class for slots.
However, in Fig. 2 PartWholeSlot appears as a second-level specialization of Slot, while the class AgentDescribingSlot is missing entirely from this view and appears in a separate class hierarchy -the argument-type view described in the next section. The relation element theory is basis for establishing the slot classes FunctionalPartWholeSlot, HomeomerousPartWholeSlot, and SeparablePartWholeSlot in Fig. 2 ; each of these classes contains part-whole slots having a (+) value for the associated relation element, and each is a direct specialization of PartWholeSlot.
Not shown in the part-whole branch of Fig. 2 • C1's instances (which are also of type C0) may use both s0 and s1.
In the slot-centric view
• s0 may be used on instances of C0 and C1.
• s1 may be used on instances of C1 only.
The class-centric view specifies the set of so-called legal slots for direct instances of a given class. In Cyc, the legal slots for instances of a class C are all those slots whose domain is C or the transitive closure of C's superclasses. Thus, the class Agent has fewer legal slots than a more specific class such as Person. This is because we can "say more"
about a person than we can about an agent. Since every slot that can be used for instances of Agent can also be used on instances of Person, the legal-slot view of classes has a reversed subset notion than the class hierarchy: the set of legal slots for Person is a superset of those for Agent, whereas allInstances of Person is a subset of allInstances of
Agent.
Although the legal-slot technique can be helpful in locating the slots needed for a given application, the number of legal slots is sometimes very large. However, in the argument-type view, the class PersonDescribingSlot contains only those slots whose domain is Person; PersonDescribingSlot does not contain any slots whose domain is a Thus, the link between the resultant slot classes is slotDomainSpecializationOf, not subclassOf. Nevertheless, the argument-type basis is still useful for grouping slots because it assists in retrieving slots already created for a given application.
The argument-type classification technique can also be based on the range of binary slots. That is, we may classify slots based on the types of their filler values rather than the types of frames on which they may be used. If the representation language supports converse slots, then the classification of a slot based on its domain corresponds to the classification of the inverse slot based on its range.
Symbol Level View and Representation Language Features
While the knowledge-level slot classes are based on real-world interpretations for relational concepts, the symbol-level slot classes are based on the language features that the slots implement within the knowledge representation system. Thus, the specialization relationship between slot classes represents a specialization in inferencing function of the slots. We call this usage the language-feature view at the symbol level.
CycL, the language in which the Cyc knowledge base is encoded, emphasizes expressiveness over completeness and computational speed [27] . CycL allows users to represent almost anything required for a particular application. Knowledge in Cyc can be expressed at either of two levels, denoted epistemological and heuristic. At the epistemological level (EL), a user expresses knowledge in first-order predicate calculus supplemented by several higher-order features:
• •
Class specialization
The second order expression Person-subclassOf-Animal is more compact that the equivalent first-order expression
Person(x) is expressed in Cyc as allInstanceOf(x, Person).
• • Reification, an expression to denote the statement itself.
• • Defaults (argumentation-based) For the truth value of a given proposition, there may be multiple conflicting arguments. Rules can be used to select the preferred one.
• • Modality Sentences that express necessity, possibility, knowledge, belief, desire, or intention.
Contexts
Groups of related assertions represented by a frame. Contexts support reasoning in a restricted application area (microtheory).
At the heuristic level (HL), knowledge is represented in Cyc's detailed, specialpurpose inference mechanisms, which provide for efficiency and speed in using the knowledge. A translator program takes knowledge represented by the user at the epistemological level and converts it to heuristic-level expressions. Normally, users do not enter knowledge at the heuristic level [8] , [27] .
Because of the EL-HL distinction, we partition the symbol-level slots into the Other class divisions at the symbol level are based on specialization in inference function. For example, slots that constrain the value or the cardinality of a slot frame (when the slot is used) have a more specific role than slots used to constrain relational concepts in general. Thus, the slot classes SlotValueConstraintSlot and
EntryFormatConstraintSlot are specializations of ConstraintSlot in Fig. 4 .
The language-feature view for slots is useful for understanding how slots function within the knowledge representation system. A taxonomy of slots based on this view can help us determine the inferential capabilities of the system. For example, we might distinguish terminological slots used for defining a concept (TBox slots) from assertional slots that describe some facts about the concept (ABox slots) [10] . In addition, the language-feature view for slot organization is domain-independent and supports the reuse of knowledge.
A slot classification based on language features necessarily depends on the language itself. Since the expressiveness of frame-structured languages varies tremendously, slot classification at the symbol level will also vary. For example, simple frame languages support only a few features such as class hierarchies and inheritance, while languages in the KL-ONE family [12] focus on definitional knowledge and automatic classification, and trade expressiveness for completeness [28] . Cyc extends frame-structured languages with first-order predicate calculus and second-order features, such as contexts, reification, modalities, and defaults; these extensions provide slot classification bases that may not be present in other knowledge-representation systems. 24 
Examples of Slot Retrieval
In our classification scheme, slots may be organized in three different ways, depending on how the slots are used to relate concepts (association-type view), the types of concepts being related (argument-type view), and the representational features of the slots (language-feature view). Answers to the following questions help determine which of the competing slot-class hierarchies are useful for a given application:
• How easily can the specific meaning and information represented by slots be obtained from a particular organizational view?
• How can we express the slot class-subclass relationship in a principled way in each different view?
• What is the inferential potential of the revised slot class hierarchy?
• How well does the underlying model of each view support reusability of knowledge?
Suppose a user is constructing a knowledge-based application involving agents reasoning about geography. Instead of retrieving a slot by matching the spelling of it name against a list of all frame names, we can locate a slot based on its semantics in each of the separate views.
• Example 1 Search for slot direction.
• Argument-type view: search for slots that use instances of GeographicalRegion as an argument.
• Association-type view: search for instances of SpatialRelationSlot.
• Example 2 Search for slot subregionOf.
• Association-type view: search from PartWholeSlot to instances of
HomeomerousPartWholeSlot.
• Language-feature view: search from SlotForClass to instances of
MemberSlotForClass.
• Example 3 Search for slot believe.
• Argument-type view: search for instances of AgentDescribingSlot.
• Association-type view: search for instances of MentalRelationSlot.
• Language-feature view: search for instances of SlotForModality.
Examples 1 and 2 show that the slots direction and subregionOf belong to the same class in the argument-type view but to different classes in the association-type view.
Summary and Conclusions
The goal of the research discussed in this paper is to specify principles for organizing slots in knowledge-based systems. There are class hierarchies for nonrelational concepts such as natural kinds; our purpose is to identify bases for determining the class-subclass relationship in slot-class hierarchies for relational concepts. In Cyc, each of the separate slot hierarchies can be implemented in its own context or microtheory [8] , and slot retrieval and storage can be made within the context selected by the user. In effect, we can "turn-on" any of three separate slot organization schemes and search for existing slots in any of them. There is, however, additional effort required in representing a new slot since it can be placed in up to three different hierarchies.
Nevertheless, the different slot hierarchies have well-defined principles and offer the potential to facilitate knowledge reuse by making it easier for the system users to find slots they need. 
